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ABSTRACT

Aim/Purpose  The objective of this research is to investigate the effect of review consistency between textual content and rating on review helpfulness. A measure of review consistency is introduced to determine the degree to which the review sentiment of textual content conforms with the review rating score. A theoretical model grounded in signaling theory is adopted to explore how different variables (review sentiment, review rating, review length, and review rating variance) affect review consistency and the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness.

Background  Online reviews vary in their characteristics and hence their different quality features and degrees of helpfulness. High-quality online reviews offer consumers the ability to make informed purchase decisions and improve trust in e-commerce websites. The helpfulness of online reviews continues to be a focal research issue regardless of the independent or joint effects of different factors. This research posits that the consistency between review content and review rating is an important quality indicator affecting the helpfulness of online reviews. The review consistency of online reviews is another important requirement for maintaining the significance and perceived value of online reviews. Incidentally, this parameter is inadequately discussed in the literature. A possible reason is...
that review consistency is not a review feature that can be readily monitored on e-commerce websites.

Methodology

More than 100,000 product reviews were collected from Amazon.com and pre-processed using natural language processing tools. Then, the quality reviews were identified, and relevant features were extracted for model training. Machine learning and sentiment analysis techniques were implemented, and each review was assigned a consistency score between 0 (not consistent) and 1 (fully consistent). Finally, signaling theory was employed, and the derived data were analyzed to determine the effect of review consistency on review helpfulness, the effect of several factors on review consistency, and their relationship with review helpfulness.

Contribution

This research contributes to the literature by introducing a mathematical measure to determine the consistency between the textual content of online reviews and their associated ratings. Furthermore, a theoretical model grounded in signaling theory was developed to investigate the effect on review helpfulness. This work can considerably extend the body of knowledge on the helpfulness of online reviews, with notable implications for research and practice.

Findings

Empirical results have shown that review consistency significantly affects the perceived helpfulness of online reviews. The study similarly finds that review rating is an important factor affecting review consistency; it also confirms a moderating effect of review sentiment, review rating, review length, and review rating variance on the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness. Overall, the findings reveal the following: (1) online reviews with textual content that correctly explains the associated rating tend to be more helpful; (2) reviews with extreme ratings are more likely to be consistent with their textual content; and (3) comparatively, review consistency more strongly affects the helpfulness of reviews with short textual content, positive polarity textual content, and lower rating scores and variance.

Recommendations for Practitioners

E-commerce systems should incorporate a review consistency measure to rank consumer reviews and provide customers with quick and accurate access to the most helpful reviews.

Impact on Society

Incorporating a score of review consistency for online reviews can help consumers access the best reviews and make better purchase decisions, and e-commerce systems improve their business, ultimately leading to more effective e-commerce.

Future Research

Additional research should be conducted to test the impact of review consistency on helpfulness in different datasets, product types, and different moderating variables.
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INTRODUCTION

Consumer-generated online reviews have become an important source of product information and a standard on the vast majority of e-commerce websites (Chou et al., 2022). They are also considered an electronic “word of mouth” through which consumers share their positive or negative experiences (Aghakhani et al., 2021). A major advantage of online reviews is that they assist consumers in the purchase decision-making process (Erkan & Evans, 2016), as they are proven to reduce the risk and uncertainty associated with online purchases (Eslami et al., 2018; Salehan & Kim, 2016). However,
the considerable reviews posted on different e-commerce websites cause online consumers to be overloaded with contradictory information concerning the same product, and they end up having to deal with many reviews of unpredictable quality (Baek et al., 2012; Chou et al., 2022; S. Yang et al., 2019). The number of online reviews is growing exponentially (Singh et al., 2017). On the one hand, these reviews provide more useful information to consumers and make online businesses more attractive (Ghasemaghaei et al., 2018). On the other hand, the number of online reviews overwhelms consumers and creates information overload that is difficult for consumers to process (Malik & Hussain, 2018; X. Sun et al., 2019). Paget, S. (2023) reported that approximately 85% of consumers read only the first few reviews before purchasing products, and they potentially miss more helpful reviews that appear later in the reviews section.

The common form of an online review consists of three main parts: the rating, content, and helpfulness of the review. The rating of a review is commonly a five-point scale, represented in stars, through which consumers rate their experience or view of a product as negative, moderate, or positive (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). The content of the online review should provide information about the product based on personal experience. The content of the review should also provide an explanation and context to the star rating associated with the review, indicating the quality of such a review (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). The helpfulness score of the review aims to provide indications about the quality of an online review as helpful or not helpful from the perspective of other consumers apart from the one who wrote the review. Therefore, this part is a form of consumer interaction as one consumer writes a review, whereas other consumers rate its helpfulness and utilize the helpfulness vote to select the most helpful reviews to read. The helpfulness of online reviews has received increasing attention in the literature over the years (Lee et al., 2018; Mousavizadeh et al., 2022). Helpful reviews can improve the value of the intended product, contribute to the sustainability of an e-commerce website (Lee et al., 2018), and attract more consumers seeking useful information for better purchase decisions (Qazi et al., 2016).

Online reviews differ in their characteristics and thus vary in their quality and helpfulness. High-quality and helpful online reviews afford consumers the opportunity to make informed purchase decisions and improve trust in e-commerce websites. The factors affecting online review helpfulness continue to be a popular research hotspot. In this study, the consistency between review content and review rating as an important quality indicator affecting review helpfulness is posited. This research further posits that the consistency of an online review is important in maintaining the relevance and perceived value of the review. In cases in which the review rating is inconsistent with the textual content, consumers are hindered from acquiring helpful information. The link between review consistency and perceived helpfulness and their correlation must be investigated and established, respectively, allowing the problem to be resolved and the review quality to be improved. Various factors influencing the helpfulness of online reviews were examined in past studies, but only a few of them emphasize the consistency of reviews.

On the one hand, quality online reviews with high review consistency help consumers access the most helpful reviews and make informed purchase decisions; on the other hand, they allow firms to improve their e-commerce websites and overall business operations. In particular, consistent reviews raise consumer satisfaction in the following ways: decreased search cost when seeking the most helpful reviews; reduced cognitive effort when reading and evaluating review information; and improved purchase decisions. Among firms, incorporating a parameter for assessing the consistency of online reviews can help improve the value of their products posted online and their overall business operation while affording their consumers the opportunity to convey their trust in the firm. Thus, e-platforms need to focus on the consistency between written reviews and the assignment of ratings.

This study mainly investigates the effect of a review of textual content and its associated rating score on review helpfulness; explores how review sentiment, review rating, and review length are associated with review consistency; and determines whether review sentiment, review rating, review length, and review rating variance, moderate the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness.
This research posits that when consumers read online product reviews, they simultaneously analyze and consider signals related to the textual content of an online review and its associated rating score during the purchase decision-making process (Erkan & Evans, 2016). A variety of signals embedded in online reviews can be used by readers to judge which one may help evaluate product quality (L. Fan & Zhang, 2020). Within a specific review, textual content and rating score are operated as signals that are simultaneously considered by receivers (review readers) during the purchase decision-making process (Ko & McKelvie, 2018). Therefore, the interaction between the review content and the review rating signals is introduced as a review consistency signal to indicate the ability of the textual content of an online review and correctly explain its associated rating score of the review. Signaling theory provides an adequate theoretical perspective on review helpfulness, as it allows modeling and exploring the relationship between different signals and review helpfulness (Siering et al., 2018). Signaling theory also enables researchers to extend previous research and hypothesize on the moderating role of other signaling environmental variables.

This study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, this study introduces a mathematical measure for the consistency between the textual content of a review and its associated rating. Second, this study investigates review helpfulness from a holistic perspective by combining review textual and numerical scalar characteristics simultaneously. Third, this study proposes a signaling theory-based model to explore the impacts of several characteristics on review consistency, which aids e-commerce websites in presenting more consistent reviews to consumers. This case can help consumers lower their search costs and find the most helpful reviews. Fourth, the research findings contribute to the literature on the helpfulness of online reviews and provide useful insights and practical implications.

The remaining content of this paper is organized as follows. First, a literature review is presented to establish the research background and key concepts and examine previous studies in depth. Then, the research hypothesis, the research methodology, and the data analysis and results are presented. Finally, the findings and their implications are comprehensively discussed.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**SIGNALING THEORY**

Signaling theory primarily draws on information economics theory (Nguyen-Viet, 2022), which is considered a suitable theoretical framework for understanding how to reduce the uncertainty associated with products by providing quality information that supports the purchasing decision-making process (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010; Nelson, 1970). In the literature, review helpfulness is "a measure of perceived value in the decision-making process" and resembles the diagnosticity of the online review related to the reduction of uncertainty (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010; Siering et al., 2018). Signaling theory is also used for information interaction and transmission (L. Wang et al., 2019), which provides a framework to understand how signals are used to convey hidden or limited quality information from one party to another for effective exchange or purchase (L. Fan & Zhang, 2020). In the context of online reviews, signals are the visible features a review can communicate and carry information from those with more information to those with less information (Spence, 2002).

Signaling theory proposes that signals help reduce the information asymmetry between two parties (Spence, 2002; L. Wang et al., 2019). Information asymmetry exists between buyers and sellers in the market transaction, considering that different parties often possess a different amount of information regarding a specific product (Connelly et al., 2011; Keeler, 1976). In general, sellers are aware of essential information about products, but consumers may not be fully informed about such information. Consumers often seek relevant cues/signals to infer the potential quality of a product to reduce their perceived risks (Kirmani & Rao, 2000), as signals disclose the review messages that can assist consumers in making better decisions. In the context of online reviews, consumers are senders, the review characteristic information represents the signal transmitted, and potential consumers or
review readers represent receivers (Numminen & Sällberg, 2017). When information is conveyed to review readers, high-quality information should be selected, which can be extracted by signaling theory to improve purchasing decisions (L. Wang et al., 2019). Online retailers encourage their consumers to deliver product recommendation information through online reviews mainly in the forms of text descriptions and quantitative ratings to facilitate the product purchasing processes of consumers (L. Fan & Zhang, 2020). As a result, textual and quantitative review characteristics have become the major types of information on e-commerce websites.

This study draws upon signaling theory to investigate the effect of the simultaneous interaction between textual and numerical types of signals on review helpfulness. The sentiment polarity of the review text and rating score are conceptualized as textual and numerical signals, respectively. The effect of consistency between these two types of signals on review helpfulness is also investigated to help consumers reduce product uncertainty. Meanwhile, this study posits that other review characteristic signals, such as length, polarity, and rating, may enhance review consistency, which may further moderate the relationships between review consistency and review helpfulness. Signaling theory is utilized in this research to explain how signals of online reviews influence the perceptions of consumers, and domain-specific signals have been recognized in extant studies (Cheung et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2016; Mavlanova et al., 2016; Mou & Shin, 2018; L. Wang et al., 2019). Mavlanova et al. (2016) and Spence (2002) argued that the essence of signaling theory lies in analyzing various types of signals and the situations where they are applied. Several studies in the literature have utilized signaling theory (Choi et al., 2018; Mou & Shin, 2018). For instance, Cheung et al. (2014) and Numminen and Sällberg (2017) selected peer consumer reviews and ratings to establish a signaling framework that generates perceived product and service quality. L. Fan and Zhang (2020) used review length and the number of images in the review to establish their signaling framework and found that such signals can help the review gain more helpful votes. In addition, Siering et al. (2018) considered review content-related signals (i.e., specific review content and writing styles) and reviewer-related signals (i.e., reviewer expertise and non-anonymity) in their signaling framework. They further observed that this content and reviewer-related signals influence review helpfulness.

**Review Helpfulness**

Many researchers have attempted to explain the various factors and reasons that make online reviews helpful, with a particular focus on review content, length, linguistic features, readability, emotions, relevancy, factuality, currency, rating score, and related photographs or illustrations (Filieri et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018; Malik & Hussain, 2017; Srivastava & Kalro, 2019; S.-B. Yang et al., 2017). Regarding the use of research variables, previous works on review helpfulness have emphasized the impact of review scores on review helpfulness. Zhou and Yang (2019) and Y. Wang et al. (2019) revealed that extreme review ratings significantly affect review helpfulness. Furthermore, prior studies determined that lower-rating reviews tend to be perceived as more helpful than other reviews (Cao et al., 2011; Sen & Lerman, 2007; Willemsen et al., 2011). In general, consumers depend on the textual content of reviews rather than ratings (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006). Thus, other textual factors, such as review readability (Fang et al., 2016; X. Wang et al., 2019) and review sentiment, must be investigated, as they are important determinants of review helpfulness (Al Smadi et al., 2019; Ren & Hong, 2019). W. Fan et al. (2021) have recently shown that reviews with positive sentiments are perceived as more helpful than those with negative sentiments. Siering and Muntermann (2013) revealed that positive review sentiments positively affect online review helpfulness. Textual length can also affect review helpfulness (X. Wang et al., 2019), with long online reviews containing many more words and expressions being perceived as more helpful than short reviews (Cao et al., 2011; Kang & Zhou, 2016; Peng et al., 2014; Siering & Muntermann, 2013). However, Bilal et al. (2020) found a negative correlation between review length and review helpfulness, which is similar to the finding of S. Yang et al. (2019), who found that review length negatively affects review helpfulness. Several other studies have addressed the rating variance of online reviews, proving that the similarity between review ratings and the average rating of a product raises the review’s helpfulness (Baek et al., 2012, 2015). On the
client side, the findings suggest that consumers tend to consider a review helpful when its rating is close to the average rating of a product.

Given the relevance of the review consistency variable, some studies have investigated review consistency from different perspectives. Zhou et al. (2020), for example, examined the influence of review title-content sentiment consistency on review helpfulness. The results show that review helpfulness is enhanced when the review title and content are consistent. Quaschning et al. (2015) examined the influence of similar reviews on review helpfulness compared with prior studies that considered individual reviews only. Their results confirmed that the consistency of the sentiment of a review with that of other available reviews affects and improves the helpfulness of the review. Shen et al. (2019) used review consistency to evaluate the reliability of reviewers, not for the helpfulness effect. The authors observed that large discrepancies between the review rating score and sentiment score can be an indicator of low-quality reviews without addressing the impact on perceived helpfulness. Aghakhani et al. (2021) investigated the effects of consistent and inconsistent reviews on the consumer decision-making process but ignored the factors that might affect, improve, or moderate review consistency. Their results showed that consistent reviews positively affect review helpfulness as a proxy for review quality. However, the focus of this study is mainly to measure review consistency, how it can affect perceived review helpfulness, and how review consistency is affected by several review characteristics. To the best of our knowledge, previous research that measured review consistency and investigated its impact on review helpfulness is very limited. Moreover, this study is the first to investigate the effect of review rating, review sentiment, and review length on review consistency and investigate their moderating effect on the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness. The effect of such variables on review helpfulness has been commonly investigated in the literature with mixed results.

The present study contributes to the literature by introducing a review consistency score and investigating its impact on perceived review helpfulness. In particular, this research simultaneously assesses the impact of review content and review rating on review helpfulness. Past works focused independently on either rating scores or textual content. The current study expands the current body of knowledge by simultaneously exploring the importance of review consistency and how it affects perceived review helpfulness. The direct and mediated impacts of different review characteristics on review consistency and their correlations with perceived review helpfulness represent the other important contributions of this work. Moreover, this study introduces a regression model to address review consistency based on its characteristics.

**HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH MODEL**

Drawing on the findings of previous research and theoretical reasoning, this section presents the development of the research hypothesis, which jointly forms the theoretical research model for this study. First, the direct effect of review consistency on review helpfulness is checked. Then, the effects of review sentiment polarity, review rating score, and review length on review consistency are examined. Finally, the moderating effects of review sentiment, review rating, review length, and review rating variance on the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness are explored.

**REVIEW CONSISTENCY**

Online customer reviews consist of quantitative and qualitative aspects represented by the rating, text, and helpfulness of the review. Review ratings and helpfulness are quantitative scores useful in attracting the attention of consumers and offering sufficient information to make a decent first impression (Zhou et al., 2020). The textual content presents a detailed description of the product features and functionalities and should provide cues and explanations for the rating of the review (Dor, 2003). The text of a review and its associated rating should be consistent to provide more value for the customer. Inconsistency between review rating and review textual content can create conflicting
signals for potential customers when reading the review, which negatively affects their purchasing decisions.

In the literature, individuals are interested in having consistent attitudes, thoughts, and actions over time (Abelson et al., 1968). Several studies have addressed reducing such tensions; for example, Hogenboom et al. (2014) argued that the sentiment of a review can be used as an alternative to the rating score of that review. Another study by Ghasemaghaei et al. (2018) found that the sentiment of a review can be a good predictor for a review rating score. Thus, writers are expected to provide a rating score that is consistent with the sentiment that they have incorporated in that review.

To describe the extent to which the sentiment of review textual content is consistent with its associated rating, the concept of “content-rating consistency” is introduced in this study, which is also referred to as “review consistency” for short where it is unambiguous. This study posits that review consistency will be positively associated with perceived review helpfulness and useful to attract the attention of consumers. That is, when consistent reviews are presented to consumers, their perception of review helpfulness increases. Hence, the following is hypothesized:

**H1:** Review consistency will positively affect review helpfulness.

**REVIEW SENTIMENT**

Review sentiment is defined as “the consumers’ tone reflected in the text of a review” (Hu et al., 2014) and is considered an important factor that influences review helpfulness. Sentiment polarity is a score ranging from -1 to 1 obtained using sentiment analysis and reflects the emotions and opinions of consumers about their usage experiences of the reviewed product (Yin et al., 2014). Positive review sentiment is represented by a sentiment polarity score (1), and negative review sentiment is represented by a sentiment polarity score (-1). Consumers (review readers) can detect the emotions of reviewers (review writers) from certain cues and expressions existing in the text of the review (Salehan & Kim, 2016). Sentiment analysis has been consistently employed to calculate sentiment polarity scores of reviews to investigate its influence on reading customers and their purchasing decision process (Eslami et al., 2018; Nakayama & Wan, 2019; Saumya et al., 2020).

In the context of review helpfulness evaluation, the literature has reported that consumers (review readers) perceive negative reviews as more diagnostic and helpful than positive reviews (Eslami et al., 2018; Hong et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2016). Moreover, negativity bias theory proposes that individuals are more likely to be concerned with negative cues than positive cues (Rozin & Royzman, 2001). By contrast, consistency mainly depends on the reviewer (review writers); instead, from the perspective of a reviewer, people normally tend to praise and compliment others more than they criticize. The main reason could be that it is easier to provide positive expressions that are consistent with the rating assessment, particularly in the case of a good experience with the product. In comparison, in the case of bad experiences, people find it difficult to write appropriately passive, pungent, or slanderous expressions and cues; consequently, neutral descriptions become more dominant. Even when reviewers are offensive, they prefer utilizing neutral words. Thus, the sentiment of content will likely be positively associated with the consistency of the review, where positive reviews are more likely to be consistent with their rating. Thus, the following is hypothesized:

**H2:** The positive sentiment of a review content will positively affect review consistency.

**H3:** The effect of review consistency on review helpfulness is stronger when review sentiment polarity is higher.

**REVIEW RATING**

Another factor influencing the perceptions of consumers regarding review consistency and helpfulness is the review rating score. In general, the review rating is a score (usually ranging from 1 to 5) that reflects the overall assessment of a reviewer (review writer) about product quality (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). In this regard, lower scores indicate a negative evaluation of the reviewer about the
quality and vice versa. According to negativity bias theory, individuals tend to evaluate negative opinions and expressions higher than positive or neutral ones (Chen et al., 2020). This case implies that consumers will pay more attention to negativity (Rozin & Royzman, 2001) when reading a review and evaluating its helpfulness. Salehan and Kim (2016) found that consumers perceive reviews with lower review rating scores to be more helpful. By contrast, a high rating score can be easily decided and provided by a reviewer compared with a negative low-rating score, which results in more accurate state harmony. The reason is that people (e.g., reviewers) normally tend to praise and compliment others more than they criticize them, and thus, it is easier to provide a positive review. Reviews with extremely positive or negative ratings are often considered more informative and thus are perceived as more helpful (Chua & Banerjee, 2015). Hence, a positive relationship is expected between review rating and review consistency such that reviews with higher rating scores (extreme positive rating) can be more consistent with their textual content. Additionally, review rating is expected to play a moderating role in the review consistency and review helpfulness relationship, such that a positive review rating with a higher score strengthens review consistency. The following is hypothesized:

H4: Review extremity has a positive effect on review consistency.
H5: The effect of review consistency on review helpfulness is stronger for extreme-rated reviews.

**REVIEW LENGTH**

The textual content of a review can be used as an alternative to evaluating its helpfulness for consumers to make robust purchasing decisions (Eastin, 2006; Park & Lee, 2009; Reinhard & Sporer, 2010). Review helpfulness is dependent on the amount of information available in the review’s textual content, i.e., the length of a review is positively correlated with the perceived review helpfulness of consumers, as longer reviews are likely to contain more cues than shorter ones (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Mudambi & Schuff, 2010; Park & Lee, 2009; Salehan & Kim, 2016). For consistency, longer reviews that contain more cues imply more potentially consistent reviews, particularly when reviewers express and provide more detailed and accurate cues and expressions explaining their usage experience without the need for any summarization. Thus, the review consistency can be positively dependent on the amount of information available in its textual content. The longer the reviews, the more potentially consistent the reviews. Therefore, on the balance of these arguments, the following is hypothesized:

H6: Review length has a positive effect on review consistency.
H7: The effect of review consistency on review helpfulness is stronger for longer reviews.

**RATING VARIANCE**

The variance of rating is considered to further confirm the effect of the review consistency on review helpfulness perceived by review readers. Rating distribution represents variance, or heterogeneity, in the evaluations by consumers (Luo et al., 2013), which can be represented statistically as the standard deviation of rating scores. Several consumers provide several ratings in their reviews about a certain product, and having harmony and consistency between these ratings is preferred. Consumers can form their initial reaction to product quality based on the average rating or visualized rating distribution (Yin et al., 2016). Providing a rating score of a product that is in line with or close to other scores for that product presents an indication of the correctness of this assessment, which could be measured as the mathematical variance of those ratings (Moe et al., 2011; M. Sun, 2012). Lower rating variance presents harmony among the reviews about that product. Thus, the following is proposed:

H8: The effect of review consistency on review helpfulness is stronger for reviews with lower variance.
RESEARCH MODEL

The conceptual research model developed on the basis of the proposed hypothesis is shown in Figure 1. Testing and validating this model with empirical evidence is the main objective of this study. The following main sections document the implementation of this study, provide methodological detail, present data analytical results, and discuss the research findings.

![Research Model Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 1. Research model**

METHODOLOGY

To evaluate the proposed model by virtue of testing the hypothesis, several steps are performed using several tools and instruments, including: (1) data preprocessing, which is performed to select and prepare reviews for extraction; (2) data extraction, which is performed to identify quality reviews and extract their required features that correspond to the study variables; and (3) training and prediction, which is aimed at performing predictive analysis and measuring a consistency score for each review.

The dataset obtained from Amazon.com consists of 104,856 product reviews for 25,788 products. The mobile electronics category is selected from several categories such as electronics, toys, furniture, and cameras; it consists of approximately 48,500 product reviews extracted from Amazon.com (Amazon Customer Reviews Dataset, n.d.; He & McAuley, 2016). The review data are divided into training and target datasets. The training dataset consists of voted reviews, which include the actual helpfulness values provided by users. By contrast, the target dataset, which represents the non-voted reviews, lacks the helpfulness values. With the aim of improving the reliability and quality of the results, training reviews are classified on the basis of the number of individuals who voted for review helpfulness, the number of words that describe the product or service in the review, and the number of product aspects mentioned in the review. Only high-quality reviews containing valuable information for training (i.e., reviews with more than 20 votes, reviews with 5 words or more, and reviews that include at least 1 product aspect) are adopted. The final sample training dataset comprises 1,180 reliable, non-biased reviews.

Then, for each review in the training dataset, the review textual content (Ti) is obtained by tokenizing the original text, that is, segmenting it into sentences and words and removing the punctuation marks and stop words, review rating score (Ri), number of helpful votes, and total votes. All operations were performed based on natural language processing (NLP) functions by using RStudio, version 3.0 of the Python software via Jupyter Notebook, and two Python libraries: spaCy and TextBlob. The other required study variables (e.g., review helpfulness, length, sentiment, rating variance, and consistency) are not directly available and were calculated as follows. Review helpfulness (Hi) was calculated by the ratio of helpfulness to total votes (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). Review length (Li) was calculated by counting the number of words in the textual review content. Review sentiment is represented as a sentiment polarity score (Spi) that ranges from −1 to 1 and is calculated using TextBlob (Mundra et al., 2019). TextBlob is a Python-based library for performing NLP functions, which has
been proven to be an effective sentiment analysis tool (Gauba et al., 2017; Mundra et al., 2019) and provides a sentiment score for a text based on a Naïve Bayes analyzer (Gauba et al., 2017). The lower the polarity score, the more negative the review sentiment is. The rating variance for each review is mathematically calculated by finding the deviation of a rating score from the mean of other rating scores for that product.

Finally, review consistency is introduced in this study to determine the extent to which the sentiment of review textual content is in harmony with the review rating or its ability to explain the review rating score. Finding precise and fine-grained consistency values is key to performing this study efficiently and obtaining reliable results. Thus, regression analysis was employed as a machine-learning technique to perform predictive analysis and measure review consistency ($C_i$). Regression analysis is a machine learning technique commonly used to conduct predictive analysis, investigate the relationship between the research variables, and efficiently obtain a predicted value based on their correlation (Maulud & Abdulazeez, 2020).

In this study, a linear regression (LR) model is formulated and applied to predict a new rating score ($R_{di}$) resulting from a linear combination of the review sentiment score ($Sp$) and actual rating score ($R$) of the training reviews (Palmer & O’Connell, 2009). The solution involves training the LR model to understand and learn the rating behavior for training reviews and predict the suitable ideal rating score ($R_d$). Understanding the rating behavior requires sentiment polarity and the corresponding actual rating score originally provided by the review provider for each review. The LR uses such values and predicts an ideal rating score for each review that best represents its sentiment polarity, as shown in Eq. (1).

$$R_{di} = (m*Sp)+b,$$  

(1)

where $R_{di}$ is the ideal rating score, $Sp$ is the sentiment polarity score for review (i), and $b$ and $m$ are LR-related parameters, such as $b$: intercept parameter and $m$: slope coefficient. The obtained error values among predicted and actual rating scores were used to represent the dissimilarity and inconsistency that exist for that review. Finally, the error is normalized and inversed to determine a consistency value for such a review, as shown in Eq. (2).

$$C_i = 1- [abs(R_d - R_{di})],$$  

(2)

where $C_i$ is the review consistency, $(R_d)$ is the actual rating score, and $R_{di}$ is the predicted ideal rating score for a review (i). Table 1 shows the summary statistics of the sample. Figure 2 represents the proposed framework that summarizes the overall data collection, preprocessing, extraction, learning, and prediction processes.

**Table 1. Descriptive statistics for dataset (n = 1,180)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review characteristics</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helpfulness ($H_i$)</td>
<td>Ratio of helpful votes to total votes</td>
<td>Ratio calculation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Consistency ($C_i$)</td>
<td>Ability of the review text to explain its rating score.</td>
<td>Regression analysis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment polarity ($Sp$)</td>
<td>Emotions of consumers about usage experiences of a product range from negative ($-1$) to positive ($1$) score</td>
<td>TextBlob Python-based library</td>
<td>$-0.875$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating score ($R_i$)</td>
<td>5-point quantitative assessment of a consumer about product quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>1.618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

**Measurement Model Evaluation**

Regarding the proposed model of the study, the obtained data were analyzed using the method of robust path analysis (Hair et al., 2009; McDonald, 1996). The multivariate statistical analysis software WarpPLS 8.0 (Kock, 2022) was used to conduct a robust path analysis with a linear inner model analysis algorithm and stable3 resampling. This algorithm allows for the testing of the entire model, including the quick determination of the mediating effect, an estimation of all P values via distribution-neutral nonparametric procedures, and a direct estimation of the P value associated with the mediating effect by resampling. The variance inflation factor (VIF) values are calculated to test for the multicollinearity, as they can affect the final analysis. All VIF values are less than 5 in the multicollinearity analysis, as shown in Table 2. This finding suggests that all latent variables in the model can measure the indices differently, which is an important precondition for validity analysis (Kock, 2022). Therefore, multicollinearity does not seem to have an effect on the research analysis. Table 3 further shows that the research model has a good fit based on the suggested model fit quality indices and their recommended criteria standard levels (Kock, 2022).
Table 2. Full collinearity VIFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>VIFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review consistency</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review length</td>
<td>1.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review rating</td>
<td>1.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review sentiment polarity</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review helpfulness</td>
<td>2.922</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Model fit evaluation result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>p-Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average path coefficient (APC)</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>p = 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average R-squared (ARS)</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average adjusted R-squared (AARS)</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average block VIF (AVIF)</td>
<td>1.530</td>
<td>Good if ≤ 5, ideally ≤ 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average full collinearity VIF (AFVIF)</td>
<td>3.004</td>
<td>Acceptable if ≤ 5, ideally ≤ 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TenenhausGoF (GoF)</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>Small ≥ 0.1, medium ≥ 0.25, large ≥ 0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson’s paradox ratio (SPR)</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>Acceptable if ≥ 0.7, ideally = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared contribution ratio (RSCR) (experimental index)</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>Acceptable if ≥ 0.9, ideally = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical suppression ratio (SSR)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>Acceptable if ≥ 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlinear bivariate causality direction ratio (NLBCDR)</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>Acceptable if ≥ 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the ten fit quality indices of the model provided by WarpPLS 8.0 (Kock, 2022) together with their recommended criteria and acceptable levels for assessing the fit of the model with the data. The obtained results indicate that all quality indices have reached the required model fit, and all criteria have been met. The proposed model has a good fit with the data, as depicted by the APC, ARS, and AARS (i.e., scores lower than 0.05, significant at the 0.05 level). AVIF and AFVIF are both lower than the recommended value of 3.3; GoF has a medium score (between 0.25 and 0.36); SPR has a score greater than 0.7 (i.e., at least 70 percent of the paths in the model are free from Simpson’s paradox); RSCR has a score greater than 0.9 (i.e., at least 90 percent of the paths in the model are not associated with negative R-squared contributions); SSR has a score greater than 0.7 (i.e., at least 70 percent of the paths in the model are free from statistical suppression); and NLBCDR has a score greater than 0.7 (i.e., there is at least 70 percent of path-related instances in the model; this indicator is used to support or reject the reverse hypothesis based on the causal direction or degree of weakness).

**Hypothesis Testing**

The final statistical results prove that the model can be carried forward safely for hypothesis testing. Thereafter, the following research objectives were analyzed and tested using robust path analysis with a linear inner model analysis algorithm and stable3 resampling: (a) the effect of review consistency on review helpfulness (H1); (b) the effect of review sentiment, review rating, and review...
length on review consistency (H2, H4, and H6); and (c) whether review sentiment, review rating, review length, and review rating variance moderate the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness (H3, H5, H7, and H8). Figure 3 and Table 4 show the results of the hypothesis testing.

Table 4. Detailed results of testing hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Moderators</th>
<th>Path coefficient</th>
<th>Supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Review Consistency</td>
<td>Review Helpfulness</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.141***</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Sentiment Polarity</td>
<td>Review Consistency</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Review Consistency</td>
<td>Review Helpfulness</td>
<td>Sentiment Polarity</td>
<td>0.066*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>Rating</td>
<td>Review Consistency</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.405***</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>Review Consistency</td>
<td>Review Helpfulness</td>
<td>Rating</td>
<td>-0.162***</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Review Consistency</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7</td>
<td>Review Consistency</td>
<td>Review Helpfulness</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>-0.033*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8</td>
<td>Review Consistency</td>
<td>Review Helpfulness</td>
<td>Rating Variance</td>
<td>-0.070*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance at ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

Table 4 presents the results of the analyses. Review consistency is important to perceived review helpfulness; thus, H1 is supported. This finding also suggests that reviews are perceived as more helpful by potential consumers (readers) when the textual content sentiment is consistent with its rating score. Furthermore, review rating is an important factor for improving review consistency; therefore, H4 is supported. This result suggests that reviews with extreme ratings are more likely to be consistent with the textual content of the same review. However, review sentiment and review length do not have a significant effect on review consistency; thus, H2 and H6 are not supported. This result indicates that review consistency is independent of the length and sentiment of textual content.
Moreover, as shown in Table 4, review sentiment (H3), review rating (H5), review length (H7), and review rating variance (H8) have significant moderating effects on the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness. Review consistency has a relatively strong impact on the helpfulness of reviews with short textual content, positive polarity textual content, and low rating scores and variance.

**DISCUSSION**

The objectives of this study were to: (a) investigate the effect of review consistency on review helpfulness; (b) investigate the effect of review sentiment, review rating, and review length on review consistency; and (c) determine whether review sentiment, review rating, review length, and review rating variance moderate the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness.

First, this study has attempted to examine the effect of review consistency on review helpfulness. On this basis, H1 is proposed as a means of determining whether a positive relationship exists between the two variables. The results show a significantly positive effect of review consistency on review helpfulness (H1: \( \beta = 0.141, p < 0.001 \)). Consistent with the findings of Aghakhani et al. (2021), the results of the present research confirm that review consistency plays an important role in the evaluation of consumers, particularly whether a review is indeed helpful. From the perspective of consumers, reviews with textual content that can correctly explain the associated rating tend to be more helpful and informative. Indeed, review consistency can be used as an indicator for readers to trust the opinion presented in the review. Consumers are probably more willing to trust and accept a review if they find that the textual content is in line with the rating and that the opinion in this review is suitable for the purchase decision-making process. From the perspectives of e-commerce websites and review aggregators, more attention should be given to providing real evidence as a means of achieving consistency in each review. This approach can help potential consumers enhance their purchasing experience, thereby increasing the acceptance rate of the products posted on online platforms.

Second, this study examined the effects of review sentiment, review rating, and review length on review consistency. On this basis, three hypotheses (H2, H4, and H6) have been presented to provide insights into how these variables affect review consistency. The research results indicate that extreme rating scores positively affect review consistency (H6: \( \beta = 0.405, p < 0.001 \)), proving that reviews with extreme ratings are highly likely to be consistent with the textual content of those reviews. Zhou and Yang (2019) and Y. Wang et al. (2019) revealed that reviews with extreme ratings are perceived as more helpful by review readers. The results of the current research provide additional support for the role of extreme review ratings in review consistency. A good explanation is that reviews with extreme ratings can be easily expressed and correctly explained via textual content (e.g., a review depicting good or bad product usage experience). A medium rating may indicate an uncertain, cannot be determined, or neutral opinion, which hinders reviewers from balancing the provided opinion despite the sharing of textual context.

Review sentiment and review length do not significantly affect review consistency; thus, H2 and H6 are not supported (H2: \( \beta = 0.031, p > 0.05 \), (H6: \( \beta = 0.013, p > 0.05 \)). Review consistency is independent of the sentiment polarity and length of its textual content. Furthermore, reviews may include positive and negative opinions, which is a common tendency, and many reviewers discuss the pros and cons of a product, which further suggests that the polarity may not necessarily affect the review’s consistency. Sentiment polarity also does not directly affect review consistency. For the review length variable, reviewers express and summarize their usage experience of the products by means of the textual content of the review, but they may struggle to share the appropriate terms, resulting in varying textual content lengths. Ultimately, depending on their writing skills and whether the content is short or long, the content may not clearly explain the rating score. This topic is rarely comprehensively discussed in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, the current research is the first to investigate the effect of review sentiment and review length on review consistency. Most past
studies that investigated the effect of these two variables on review helpfulness obtained mixed results. For instance, while some researchers have revealed the effect of review sentiment on review helpfulness (W. Fan et al., 2021; Siering & Muntermann, 2013), Salehan and Kim (2016) found that review sentiment does not have a significant effect on review helpfulness. Other past studies did not find a significant impact of review length on perceived helpfulness (Bilal et al., 2020; Kang & Zhou, 2016).

Finally, this study examined the moderating effect of review sentiment polarity (H3), review rating (H5), review length (H7), and review rating variance (H8) on the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness. All four hypotheses are significant, hence providing empirical support for the significance of the interaction effect between review consistency and the aforementioned variables. This research has determined the relatively strong impact of review consistency on the helpfulness of reviews with short textual content, positive polarity textual content, and low rating scores and variance.

Sentiment polarity positively affects the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness (H3: $\beta = 0.066, p < 0.05$). This result is aligned with the findings of W. Fan et al. (2021) and Siering and Muntermann (2013), who reported a significant effect of positive review sentiment on review helpfulness. A positive interaction effect between review consistency and the sentiment polarity of textual content means that review consistency has a strong effect on helpfulness when reviews have positive sentiment content. Positive sentiment reviews include positive opinions from reviewers who are discussing a good experience of a product. From the perspective of reviewers, people normally praise and compliment others more than they criticize, and it is easier to provide positive expressions that are consistent with the numerical rating assessment, particularly in the case of a good experience with the product compared with the case of bad experiences.

Rating extremity moderates the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness (H5: $\beta = -0.162, p < 0.001$). The statistical outcomes demonstrate the strong relationship between review consistency and its helpfulness for reviews with extreme rating scores, particularly lower-rated reviews. This finding is consistent with past studies that adopted negativity bias theory, which argues that consumers perceive reviews with low rating scores as more helpful than those with high rating scores (Rozin & Royzman, 2001; Salehan & Kim, 2016; Willemsen et al., 2011). Therefore, review consistency has a strong impact on review helpfulness with low rating scores.

In terms of review length, this study hypothesized a strong relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness with long reviews. However, contrary to the proposed hypothesis, the results showed that the effect is significant for short reviews (H7: $\beta = -0.033, p < 0.05$). The literature on the effect of review length on review helpfulness has reported mixed findings. For instance, Mudambi and Schuff (2010) reported a positive effect of review length on review helpfulness. Although a positive effect was proposed in this research, the results are still in line with the findings of Bilal et al. (2020) and S. Yang et al. (2019), who found a negative effect of review length on review helpfulness. The relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness relies not only on the reviewer who writes the review but also on consumers who read the review as a means of evaluating and voting on its helpfulness. This result further implies that consumers can more easily understand the shorter-length content of consistent reviews and perceive it to be more helpful than those with longer textual content. Short reviews may be more understandable for consumers and require less effort compared with long reviews with more terms and expressions. For consumers dealing with confusing lengthy text content, the vote for that review can be ignored. In other words, when consumers read short reviews, a strong review consistency will affect its helpfulness.

The moderating effect of rating variance on the relationship between review consistency and review helpfulness is statistically significant (H8: $\beta = -0.070, p < 0.05$). A significant interaction effect between review consistency and rating variance means that consistency has a strong impact on review helpfulness.
helpfulness when the rating for a review is close to the average rating of a product. This result complements the finding of Baek et al. (2012, 2015), who confirmed that consumers tend to consider a review helpful when its rating is close to the average rating of a product. A low variance of a review rating score may indicate the correctness and reliability of the review, which is also preferred by consumers and thus positively affects their evaluation of the review’s helpfulness. Reviewers also tend to be interested in the textual content of other reviewers who use the same product. The result confirms the statistically significant moderating effect of variance on the relationship associating review consistency with review helpfulness. That is, review consistency has a stronger effect on the helpfulness of reviews with low rating variance.

CONCLUSION

The consistency between review content and review rating score is used in this study as a useful criterion to measure and represent review helpfulness. This study offers novel contributions to the literature by illustrating the importance of review consistency and how it affects perceived review helpfulness. Empirical results have proven that review consistency significantly affects perceived review helpfulness. The findings of this research also show that review rating is an important factor affecting review consistency. The moderating effects of review sentiment, review rating, review length, and review rating variance on the review consistency–review helpfulness relationship are also confirmed. The overall findings indicate that online reviews with textual content correctly explaining the associated ratings tend to be helpful; reviews with extreme ratings are highly likely to be consistent with the textual content; and review consistency has a strong impact on the helpfulness of reviews with short textual content, positive polarity textual content, and low rating scores and variance.

Backed by signaling theory, the current research can contribute to the literature by showing novel antecedents of review helpfulness that deal with the simultaneous interaction between textual and numerical types of signals, which are embodied by review consistency. This study also contributes to the literature by introducing a mathematical measure to evaluate the consistency between the textual content and the rating of a review. Moreover, this study incorporates the newly developed variable in the theoretical model grounded in signaling theory as a means of investigating the effects of different factors on review helpfulness and other relevant findings. Therefore, this study considerably extends ongoing studies on online review helpfulness and provides notable implications for research and practice. Consistent reviews are important for consumers to facilitate access to the most valuable reviews, allowing them to improve their purchase decisions, and for e-commerce websites to increase their business sustainability by attracting consumers and improving their overall satisfaction and loyalty.

In practical terms, incorporating indices on review consistency in e-commerce websites will enable firms to rank and provide online reviews for their customers. An alternative approach is to evaluate and accept reviews according to consistency before posting the reviews. A consistency evaluation system that provides real-time alerts for reviewers reporting consistency statuses can also be implemented. Furthermore, e-commerce websites can ask reviewers to initially provide rating scores before writing the textual content of their reviews. In this manner, the cognitive effort of consumers is highlighted, allowing them to stay focused and provide accurate textual content that can best explain the rating score. Incorporating review consistency for consumers facilitates access to helpful and consistent reviews and enables them to accurately evaluate the review helpfulness index.

The limitations encountered in this study may represent opportunities for future research. Although the current study provides new antecedents of review consistency, other important factors may affect review consistency; its correlation with perceived review helpfulness can be added to the model proposed in this study. For instance, the rating distribution of top reviewers can be explored in future work. The results of this study can also be generalized by applying the same method of analysis when searching for goods and products.
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